could be provided with replacement teeth. The cartoon (Fig. 1) by Thomas Rowlandson illustrates the use of the title Dentist in 1787 used by a practitioner treating the gentry, and Cruikshank's caricature (Fig. 2) demonstrates the development of the exclusive nature of the vocation, for his practitioner is not mixing his activities.
Davison's caricatures are particularly valuable, especially that of Hob, the countryman, (Fig. 5 ) for though the history of the common man is no longer unregarded, evidence is so much scarcer compared with that relating to the 'quality' .
In these six English caricatures, the surgeon and the apothecary do not appear, though it is known that they carried out toothdrawing, as military and ship's surgeons certainly did. The Moskow broadside mentioned earlier, entitled Dicky Gossip's the man showed that under the sign of his pestle and mortar was to be found 'Barber, Dentist, Bleeder, Teeth drawn and others put in, Drugs and Medicines of the best sort, Corns cured, Cloaths made and repaired, and carpentry'. In 1968 a ninety-nine-year-old patient informed me that he had previously inherited his uncle's case of dental instruments, his uncle having been a chemist, and I t is a shame that there are so few English prints on the subject. The British Museum's Catalogue of political and personal satires lists just ten in its collection of over eight and a half thousand prints covering the period considered in this essay, and two of these are repeats. The Royal College of Surgeons of England has a Rowlandson print, as does the National Library of Medicine, Bethesda USA, which Malvin Ring illustrates in his enjoyable book Dentistry, an illustrated history, 16 published in 1985, along with a further four early English prints. One is in the Northwestern University Dental School, Chicago; a superb illustrated broadside ballad of 1796 is in the collection of Dr. Bernard S. Moskow, another print is in the collection of the Bundesverband der Deutschend Zahnärzte, Cologne, and the fourth is in the Francis A Countway Library of Medicine, Harvard Medical Library / Boston Medical Library, Boston.
Ethics -dentistry and tooth-drawing in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in England. Evidence of provision at all levels of society M. G. H. Bishop, 1,2 S. Gelbier, 3 and D. Gibbons 4 
In brief
• Illustration of the developing function of tooth-drawers / dentists independently of other medical disciplines in the eighteenth century.
• Description of the transition of tooth-drawers to dentists during the eighteenth century.
• Demonstration of the fact that the cure of toothache is a universal need.
• As an incidental the paper incorporates a dental 'footnote' to Black history in Britain.
The popularity of caricature at the end of the eighteenth century allows a researcher to observe the social as well as the technical side of dentistry as it was then available throughout the kingdom. The value of these caricatures is further enhanced by the unconscious inclusion of everyday objects which a narrative account would not think it worthwhile including, even if such narrative account had existed.
GENERAL dental history
it is still to the chemist that people go to get analgesics. The caricatures are presented here in the social order of the time, from the 'highest' to the most domestic.
The first print ( Fig. 1 The 'Baron' is dressed in the height of fashion and is engaged in the extraction of a tooth from a young chimney sweep. His assistant, meanwhile, is occupied in securing a transplanted tooth in the mouth of a good-looking young lady patient, who, hands clenched, is seated in a comfortable arm-chair with a low back. An old male patient is admiring the result of his transplant in a glass, and an older lady patient is waiting to receive one, sharing a two seater settee with the donor, the young sweep in the process of having his tooth extracted.
On the floor in the foreground, in fine defiance of any cleanliness, lies a pair of straight forceps. In the mouth of the sweep the dentist is employing a left-handed and delicate application to an elevator or key in the lower premolar region. The patient's head is supported by the high back of the chair, and by the dentist's right hand.
A raggedly dressed young boy is seen holding his face in the incisor region as he leaves the room, and a ragged young girl holding her cheek in the first molar region looks at the coins in her palm. On the notice on the door is the statement 'Most money given for live teeth', and the implication here that 'dead' teeth were transplanted, and not just used in making dentures, makes considerations of cross infection even more alarming. This print has been described as ridiculing the vogue for transplantation, but only one of the figures is made ridiculous, the older man in the background. The social comment contained in the caricature is much more strongly directed at the abuse of the poor but virtuous donors (prostitutes while young and beautiful would not have cause to sell their looks for pence) for the benefit of the rich recipients. The dentist may be lampooned by the ducks (if such they be) but he was practising a technique described by Charles Allen in 1685, though damned by him as 'robbing of Peter to pay Paul' 3 and given scientific validity in the eighteenth century by the experimental work of John Hunter, which had not yet been discredited.
A reflection by Ruth Richardson on this print, and on John Hunter's work in relation to it, appeared in The Lancet in 1999. 4 The second print ( Fig. 2) is entitled Tugging at a high (scored through) eye tooth. The inscription tells us that the idea for it was given by 'A.E.' (identity unknown) and George Cruikshank (1792-1878) did the engraving in his characteristic style. It was published by G. Humphrey of 27, St. James' Street, London, on November 1st 1821. The location this time is the dentist's own rooms, carpeted wall to wall, and the actors in the drama are the dentist, who is engaged in a tussle with the eye tooth in question, while standing on a purposemade stool recognisable in type to those who remember the old gas rooms, and with an arm-lock round the patient's neck.
In the struggle, the female patient, in a high-backed chair, is kicking over a washstand on which stand a hand-mirror, three tooth-scrapers, a decanter, and a glass tumbler, a box (probably of tooth-powder) a full set of dentures, and a mallet. The dog may be assumed to be hers rather than that of the dentist. Hanging in the window is a row of extracted teeth of humorous shape. 
Cruikshank obviously enjoyed enhancing the mood of suffering, he added the teeth in the window to an earlier version which did not have them, and on the bookshelf he perhaps adds a sound effect, for on the top shelf Of particular interest are the false teeth, some full/full, and some apparently partial. These may be the porcelain teeth of Dubois de Chémant, described in 1797, and caricatured by Rowlandson in 1811, 5 or may be carved bone or ivory with natural teeth, which came to be known as 'Waterloo' teeth after the grim harvest from the young dead in that battle of 1815. No springs can be seen on the full sets, and the gum work is clearly pink. Menzies Campbell 6 quotes Paul Jullion of 47 Gerrard Street, London, as charging £31. 10s for a full upper or lower set with human teeth in 1781, when an artificial set cost ten guineas -but de Chémant's superior porcelain would have altered that differential.
The third caricature (Fig. 3) 7 It is interesting that the use of the term dentist should have been dropped in the later print, but this was probably for the sake of matching captions with the companion print to be considered following.
The location is the town house of a lady, and her maid is also present. The British Museum catalogue identifies the site of the Dighton as adjacent to St James' Palace, and Menzies Campbell identifies the operator as a surgeon-dentist named Bartholomew Ruspini who had a house at the other end of Pall Mall. 8 If Carlton House is shown rather than St James' Palace, Davison has significantly 'de-tuned' the image in transferring it to Alnwick, and it is fortunate for the premise of this essay that he felt he could do so, with the provision of this sort of dental attendance 
Print number five (Fig. 5) is of interest in its portrayal of an itinerant toothdrawer. Entitled Hob and stage doctor, it is the third print by Davison. The location is a public stage on which appears a mountebank or quack doctor in a tricorne hat and full wig, engaged in drawing a lower incisor tooth. He has a headlock on the smartly dressed patient (Hob, the countryman) who is wearing knee-britches, and has his hat beside him. Meanwhile the mountebank's assistant is capering about with a clay pipe and goblin or clown's costume, both to provide additional entertainment and distraction, and no doubt to collect money.
Round the stage is a crowd of some three dozen men, most amused, some horrified. The position of the patient allows for a moderately satisfactorily operating position, (and had been advised and illustrated by Ludwig Cron in his book on bloodletting and toothdrawing Aderlassen und Zahnauszieben in 1717) 16 particularly where, as here, the hand position of the operator shows that a 'key' is likely to have been the specialist instrument being used, which does not require the degree of head fixation needed for forceps. appearing realistic in a provincial environment. In 1811 Newcastle upon Tyne, some thirty miles to the south of Alnwick, had two resident dentists, (the term used by Christine Hillam to define those who were more than occasional toothdrawers), Charles Newby Mann in Northumberland Place, and J. Summers in Nungate. 9 It is perhaps worth noting too that Bartholomew Ruspini's father-in-law Francis Ord (d. 1792), described by Menzies Campbell as being 'noble, wealthy, and of ancient lineage' , 10 had lived thirty miles to the north of Alnwick at Longridge Hall, close to Berwick-upon Tweed.
The frock-coated and bewigged toothdrawer has a young and very cheerful looking Black assistant carrying the instrument case. Considerable numbers of servants and freed slaves did well in Georgian England, two notable examples being Francis (Frank) Barber (1735-1801), who worked for a time at an apothecaries in Cheapside in the 1750s. After a spell at sea, he served Dr Samuel Johnson more as friend than servant for some thirty years, inheriting an annuity of £70 on Johnson's death in 1784. The other, Ignatius Sancho, (1729-1780) who also came to England at a very young age, is worthy of mention in addition to his own literary achievements, for having stimulated one of the finest letters relating to race ever written, 11 when he contacted Laurence Sterne 12 asking for his support to protest the evils of slavery. His portrait was painted by Gainsborough. 13 Davison also has a cat and a canary in attendance, and, where Dighton had a lute and sheet music on the loose-covered settee, has neatly folded towels, while through the window a church spire is seen, rather than a Palace and the bearskins and bayonets of the Guard. The prosperity of the toothdrawer may be gauged by his clothing and wig, his servant, and the possession of the case of specialist instruments.
The next print, (Fig. 4) is another engraving by Davison of Alnwick. Entitled The country tooth drawer it is the companion print to the previous example, and is an almost exact copy of an earlier Dighton mezzotint 14 of the same title. The only major difference is that again it is a mirror image. In both we are taken to a village smithy, where the blacksmith acting as dentist is drawing an incisor with a two handed grip on a large pair of pliers or pincers, very much not a specialist instrument.
His assistant, standing on a stool to support the patient's head against his chest, is providing a good steadying and immobilising hold, as used to this day. The goodwife patient, with a firm grip of the blacksmith's nose, is seated on a stool, while a one-eyed man is either keeping the bellows of the forge going, or waving an agricultural implement, possibly a billhook. A boy with a very unhappy expression, possibly the woman's son, is either just carrying a besom or using it to belabour the blacksmith. Through an unglazed window a cottage is seen, and an amused boy is looking in at the scene.
It is likely that in reality a village blacksmith or farrier would acquire a considerable degree of skill in extracting teeth. John Woodforde, in his 1968 book The strange story of false teeth, relates that his namesake Parson Woodforde, the diarist, called in the village farrier to extract a tooth for him in 1776. 15 
Reinforcing this is the fact that a left handed operating position has been adopted, something to which the key is particularly well adapted. This may merely be the result of the engraving having been reversed, as this is known to have happened to the Country tooth drawer, though this interpretation would make the assistant left-handed.
The series finishes with a domestic scene, derived from a grouping which had a long pedigree as a dental caricature (Fig. 6) 17 and the 'family' is also identifiable in parts of the Dighton and the Davison prints.
The Orme re-working by taking the characters indoors illustrates the position of last resort for those without access to a toothdrawer or dentist, it shows the relief of dental pain in a scene the type of which was related to me by one of my own patients, one of five brothers living in Hertfordshire in the mid twentieth century. When one needed a tooth out, three held him in a wheelbarrow, while the last used a pair of pliers to operate.
Here the man acting as toothdrawer is seated in a comfortable upholstered chair, drawing a maxillary incisor with a twohanded grip on a large pair of pincers. The elderly female patient, clutching her hat in one hand and one arm of the wooden armchair in which she is seated in the other. Her presumed husband leans on the back of the 'dentist's' chair with empathy in every line of his face.
The likelihood of decoronation in this caricature, as in the Davison Country tooth drawer seems very high, but the risk of cross infection is at the lowest for this patient. It would have been very high for those attending a specialist who treated his instruments in the way that Rowlandson shows. It should not though be assumed in the light of that print that all our forerunners did not care for their instruments, Lilian Lindsay gives an account of the spotless cleanliness of the shop of James Spence, protégé of John Hunter and in practice in the eighteenth century.
Apart from his cavalier way with forceps, the risk of cross infection would in any case be highest for those visiting the 'Baron' for transplantation, although the youthfulness of the donors might have given some protection. A horrifying account is given in Ruth Richardson's Lancet paper 4 of a case of syphilis acquired by a young female patient following transplantation in 1785.
The study of the history of dentistry depends to a certain extent on the survival of ephemera. That these examples of the scarce and now rare caricatures produced around two hundred years ago should have lasted long enough to give such a broad idea of the availability of dental care to the English population of the time is quite remarkable. That they carry with them incidental detail which allows for an assessment of ethical, emotional, and professional background in some depth is a decided bonus.
